The RF stabilization of tearing modes with current condensation has the potential to increase stabilization efficiency and loosen power localization requirements. Such benefits stem from the cooperative feedback between the RF deposition and resulting island temperature perturbation governed by diffusion. A self consistent treatment of the damping of an rf ray as it traverses the island shows that low damping scenarios can require unfavorably high powers to overcome initial power leakage and effectively capitalize on the nonlinear effect. In this work it is demonstrated that for such regimes, modulated stabilization schemes can achieve significant improvements in heating and current drive contributions to stabilization for the same average power as a continuous wave scheme. The impact of modulation frequency and duty cycle on the performance is explored, the results of which suggest modulation strategies in which the pulsing periods are kept on the order of a diffusive time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) have been identified as one of the dominant causes of disruptions 1, 2 , and are anticipated to set the primary performance limit in ITER. 3, 4 Stabilization via current drive by rf waves 5 has emerged as the leading solution, and has been the subject of much theoretical [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and experimental work [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Prior to the treatment in Ref. 31 , stabilization calculations were done without self-consistently considering the effect of wave deposition on island temperature. This traditional approach neglects strong nonlinear effects and the opportunities to exploit them.
The most studied waves for rf stabilization are the lower hybrid wave which drives currents through the LHCD effect 32 and the electron cyclotron wave through the ECCD effect 33 . Although other rf waves might be enlisted to drive current 34 , these waves are highly sensitive to changes in temperature: P dep ∝ n res ∝ exp(−w 2 ) where P dep is the local power deposition, n res is the number of resonant particles and w = v ph /v th is the ratio of the phase and thermal velocities. 33, 34 A small temperature perturbation T then contributes an exponential enhancement factor exp(u), where u := w 2 0 T /T 0 , T 0 is the unpertubed temperature, and w 2 0 ≈ 4 − 20. The exponential dependence on u and typically large values of w 2 0 translate small temperature perturbations into large effects on deposition. The thermal insulation provided by the closed magnetic topology of the island can lead to significant temperature perturbations 35 governed by perpendicular diffusion. In combination, this amounts to a significant nonlinear enhancement of power deposited and corresponding driven current. Additionally, an initially broad deposition profile can be effectively narrowed due to the centrally peaked temperature profiles. This amplification and focusing are termed the current condensation effect, predicted in Ref. 31 , and suggest that a) Electronic mail: sjin@pppl.gov b) Electronic mail: fisch@pppl.gov c) Electronic mail: areiman@pppl.gov traditional calculations of efficiency and localization requirements have been underselling rf stabilization.
Subsequent work self consistently treating the damping of an rf ray as it traverses and heats the island 36 revealed two potential concerns for stabilization scenarios, hereafter referred to as leakage and shadowing. The first refers to poor absorption of the rf when the deposition width is large compared to the island width; such scenarios suffer the disadvantage of requiring high powers to effectively utilize the input energy and capitalize on the nonlinear effect. While the latter is primarily a concern in strong damping scenarios not discussed here, high enough powers can enhance deposition at the island periphery at the cost of the center for any damping strength, negatively impacting stabilization efforts.
It will be shown here that modulated schemes can unlock heating and stabilization enhancements for the same cycle averaged power as their continuous wave counterparts, when the deposition width is comparable to or larger than the island width. The effect requires a sufficiently high peak power to overcome leakage with the nonlinear effect, and is optimized for pulse periods on the order of a diffusion time which avoids shadowing. The rf capabilities of present devices are estimated to meet both the power and modulation frequency requirements for accessing this effect 36 . The requirements on relative island and deposition widths lend these results particular relevance to LHCD for steady state scenarios, where a broad deposition profile may focus within the island due to the current condensation effect. Pulsing on diffusive timescales can then further exploit the nonlinear effect to cut average power costs and minimize peripheral deposition.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the time-dependent coupled rf-island model, summarizes key features of steady state solutions motivating pulsed schemes, the time dependence of which are then explored in detail. Section III presents the heating and stabilization properties of pulsed schemes, in particular how performance may be optimized by choice of the modulation parameters, and discusses accessibility constraints. The implications of the results for developing rf stabilization strategies and their present experimental relevance are discussed in Section IV. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized in Section V.
II. COUPLED WAVE DAMPING AND ISLAND HEATING MODEL
In order to develop an intuition for the benefits of pulsed schemes, the simplest possible model that captures the physics of wave damping and island heating will be used. On the time scales of interest, the electron temperature evolution of the island interior is described by the heat diffusion equation:
where n is the plasma density, κ is the heat conductivity tensor, and P is the volumetric power deposited by the rf wave, the form of which will be specified shortly. This equation can be simplified by adopting a 1-D slab model for the island geometry, treating flux surfaces isothermally, and linearizing for small perturbations of the island temperature T relative to the surrounding plasma temperature T 0 :
subject to the boundary conditions T (x = ±W i /2), where W i is the island width. A detailed treatment of the boundary conditions and time scale orderings used to make these simplifications can be found in Ref. 36 , with the difference here being that the present model retains time dependence on diffusive time scales-therefore the electron temperature is considered alone, neglecting the slower process of heat loss to ions. The details of this time scale ordering and its consequences can be found in Appendix B.
The power source that enters the diffusion equation is related to the wave energy density V in the following way:
which simply describes that the energy lost by the ray at some location goes into heating the plasma on the local flux surface. The symmetrized form results from the 1-D slab geometry, as the power deposited at a given location x is shared with the whole flux surface, also labeled with −x. Express the ray's spatial damping as V = −αV . The damping strength α is in general a complicated function of the wave and plasma parameters 37, 38 ; for the purposes of studying how the wave damping couples to the island heating it can be simplified through the following reasoning. For waves acting on the tail of a Maxwellian distribution, the damping is proportional to the number of resonant particles at the wave's phase velocity, and exponentially sensitive to small temperature perturbations:
where w 2 0 = mv 2 ph /2T 0 . It is important to note here that this proportionality factor is typically large for the waves of interest (≈ 10 − 20 for LH and ≈ 4 − 10 for EC), which means that small temperature perturbations can dramatically affect deposition. Therefore, this exponential enhancement factor has the strongest impact on damping strength. It can be written as an explicit factor α = α 0 exp (u) with the weaker dependencies suppressed in the linear damping strength α 0 .
The wave damping equation then takes the form
, the input energy as the wave enters the island. The equations can be further simplified by adopting the normalized temperature u := w 2 0 T /T 0 , and the following scalings for space, time, damping strength, and wave energy density respectively:
The quantity t scl here may also be identified as the electron diffusion time t D,e . The final form of the coupled diffusion and wave damping equations is then:
subject to the boundary conditions (i) u(x = ±1) = 0 and (ii)
In order to expose the key effects of pulsing, we specialize to the case where the power damping is only regulated by the temperature, rather than by the magnetic field or other details of the wave trajectory. This means that for constant temperature, there is pure exponential damping and therefore the deposition will be highest at the island periphery where the power is not yet depleted. Centrally peaked deposition profiles can still be achieved with centrally peaked island temperature profiles granted by slow cross-field diffusion.
A. Summary of steady state solutions
Previous work with this coupled wave-island system 36 has been done in the steady state ( f (t) = 1,u → 0), in which case the system is fully characterized by the two parameters α 0 and V 0 . The parameter α 0 provides a natural separation of the parameter space into a low-damping (α 0 <∼ 1) and highdamping regime (α 0 >∼ 1), that are differentiated by the response of the heating efficiency u(0)/V 0 with power input V 0 as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The high damping regime is characterized by monotonically decreasing heating efficiency, as even linearly the power is effectively absorbed. Increasing V 0 immediately contributes to shadowing, with rising temperatures causing the rf to be depleted ever further in the periphery. In contrast, low damping regimes have initially poor heating efficiencies due to significant energy leakage (1 −V (1)/V (−1) << 1), i.e. most of the input energy simply passes through without being absorbed by the island. With higher V 0 and correspondingly larger island temperatures, the enhanced damping improves heating efficiency until it reaches a maximum once the rf is effectively absorbed
At very low damping (α 0 <∼ .2) this transition occurs suddenly, with a narrow band of powers just below this threshold where two stable solutions exist, the hotter solution corresponding to low leakage. This solution structure allows for a hysteresis effect in that after jumping to the hot solution branch, it is possible to then reduce power and stay on the hotter branch, as discussed in detail in Ref. 36 . It is important to note that the pulsed enhancements explored in this work exist for a much broader range of α 0 and V 0 , although the physics is similar in that high powers are used to gain access to a regime with efficient absorption despite low linear damping. Increasing V 0 past this point eventually leads to diminishing gains in temperature (u(0) ∼ log(V 0 /2α 0 + 1), as V 0 → ∞), as shadowing takes over.
The remainder of this paper will be confined to the low damping regime, where pulsed schemes have the opportunity to exploit the nonlinear improvement of heating efficiency with V 0 to obtain significantly improved cycle-averaged temperatures for the same average power. The eventual shadowing at high powers is relevant to understanding the optimization of pulse times, as will be elaborated in the time dependent picture.
B. Time evolution of heating pulse
In this work, time dependence is introduced through periodic f (t), such that a "quasi steady state" (in the sense that system quantities (u,V) averaged over a power cycle are constant in time) is achieved. Furthermore, f (t) will always be taken to be of the form
where τ is the period of pulsing. Therefore, the island-wave system is characterized by (α 0 ,V 0,e f f , τ, d), where τ is the pe- riod of pulsing, V 0,e f f and V 0 are the cycle averaged and instantaneous powers respectively, and d = τ on /τ = V 0,e f f /V 0 is the duty cycle. α 0 remains entirely unchanged from the steady state model, the cycle averaged V 0,e f f corresponds to the steady state V 0 , while τ and d are new degrees of freedom introduced by the pulsing.
In order to understand the impact of these modulation parameters on the performance of pulsed schemes, it is instructive to dissect the time evolution of the island-wave system as it approaches a steady state (Fig. 2) . It can be seen that due to the linearly low damping and resulting initially broad deposition, diffusive edge losses are able to quickly produce a centrally peaked temperature profile that pulls the location of maximum deposition x pk to 0. Central heating then rapidly accelerates as the absorption improves. This transient phase of the heating process exhibits highly favorable heating and stabilization properties, suggesting that an optimized pulsed scheme would require a τ on long enough to capture its full duration. Now examining the latter half of the heating process, as the leakage saturates to 0, the central temperature stops growing and x pk moves back out of the center-this transition event will be termed the shadowing onset time. This shadowing occurs as the enhanced damping due to the rising island temperatures cause the incoming wave to be depleted ever further in in the periphery. Therefore, once the island is heated long enough for power to be efficiently absorbed, further heating amounts to diminishing gains in temperature and can actually reduce the current driven at the O-point. It follows that an optimum pulse time would be roughly the shadowing onset time, but shorter due to residual temperature from the previous pulse. Therefore, the optimum pulse time is set by heating with a sufficiently high instantaneous V 0 , long enough to overcome leakage, but not so long that unfavorable shadowed deposition occurs. The off time between pulses plays a more indirect role through setting V 0 for a given time averaged power and by determining how much residual temperature there is at the start of the next cycle. 
III. PULSED STABILIZATION SCHEMES

A. Optimizing performance with pulse frequency
The merit of a pulsed scheme can be judged from the resulting temperature and current profiles. Large temperature enhancements can be understood to be favorable even in the absence of rf current drive, from the resulting perturbations to the Spitzer conductivity (from σ Sp ∝ T
). [39] [40] [41] The benefits only get more dramatic once considering the exponential enhancement factor carried by the driven current ( j CD ∝ P dep ∝ exp(u)). Stabilization efforts therefore benefit from centrally peaked, large amplitude temperature profiles, qualities which are reflected in the summary measure of heating efficiency u(0)/V 0 . This metric suffers from either poor absorption or broad temperature profiles resulting from shadowed deposition.
The stabilizing power of the deposition profiles can also be captured in the metric P cent = .5 −.5 Pdx/V 0 , which gives the fraction of power deposited in the center half of the island to the total power that is available to the island. While a more direct calculation based on the modified Rutherford equation as described in Ref. 42 is also possible, P cent provides a more sensitive metric for studying the impact of modulation parameters on performance, and is more useful for this work. Further discussion of how the figures of merit used here compare to the traditional stability metric can be found in Appendix A.
The reasoning developed in the previous section anticipates an optimum pulse period on the order of a diffusive time, in order to reap the benefits of the transient heating period but avoid the shadowed steady state behavior. Figure 3 demonstrates this for the (α 0 = .2, V 0 = 4, d = .2) case. Intuitively, the τ → 0 limit corresponds to the steady state, as diffusion has no time to act in between pulses, so the model here smooths out to the steady state solution for V 0,e f f . As τ >> 1 the system approaches the steady state solution for V 0 weighted by the duty cycle, but in this limit, other physics not included in this model will need to be accounted for. Both figures of merit improve with increasing τ until reaching an optimum around τ ≈ 3, corresponding to a heating time τ on ≈ 0.6. Evidently the central temperature u(0) and central power deposition P cent improve rapidly with increasing pulse time, as the system is given more time to be in the favorable central heating stage (early portion of Fig. 2 ). As the pulse times are further increased, and the system is allowed more time in the shadowed saturation period (latter portion of Fig 2) , P cent strongly reflects this suboptimality while the central temperature u(0) is not as dramatically affected. Nevertheless, as both metrics are roughly simultaneously maximized, it makes sense to speak of a unique optimal pulsing time τ opt . Figure  4 shows the optimally pulsed cycle-averaged temperature and current profiles compared to their continuous wave counterparts.
As either damping strength α or power V 0 is increased (at fixed duty cycle d), the optimal pulsing time decreases as seen in Fig. 5 . This is due to higher α 0 corresponding to better linear absorption, so shorter nonlinear heating time necessary to overcome leakage. Higher powers similarly require less heating time to accomplish the amount of edge temperature increase for the onset of shadowing. There is also less to be gained from optimally pulsing for either comparison case (at higher α 0 or V 0 ), which can be understood in the same framework of using pulsing to overcome leakage. If leakage is less of a concern to begin with, as would be the case for higher α 0 or V 0 , there is simply not as much room for improvement. It can also be seen that pulsing only negatively impacts performance relative to the steady state at pulse times much longer than diffusion times. This is due to the shadowed deposition associated with higher powers occupying greater portions of the heating pulse. 
B. Accessibility Caveats
As suggested by the weaker improvements for increased α 0 and V 0 , the pulsed enhancements described in this work are only available for certain regions of the (α 0 ,V 0 ) parameter space. Although it has already been mentioned that this effect is limited to the low damping regime, there is the further simultaneous requirement that V 0 is not so high that leakage is not a concern. This V 0 decreases with increasing α 0 , as shown in Fig. 6 . There are also similarly understood accessibility requirements on the duty cycle d, in that a high enough instantaneous power must be used to access a region of α 0 ,V 0 space without leakage. Although some improvement will be seen, as any additional power still goes towards mitigating leakage, the full potential of the effect will not be realized and there will be no optimum pulsing frequency. For the narrow band of instantaneous powers that are high enough to just barely overcome leakage but not encounter shadowing, there is a strong performance enhancement from pulsing, but no optimum pulsing frequency. For these cases, performance monotonically improves with pulse times as the instantaneous parameters correspond to a highly favorable steady state, but then additional physics must be taken into account such as heat loss to ions. Examples of such non-optimizable cases are shown for the α 0 = .2,V 0 = 4 case in Fig. 7 . The accessibility requirements on α 0 ,V 0 mentioned here are feasible for present devices, for which α 0 ∼ 0.1 − 3,V 0 ∼ 10. 36 FIG. 7. Relative P cent improvements for non optimizable cases.
IV. DISCUSSION
It has been demonstrated that pulsed rf stabilization schemes can achieve significantly improved heating and stabilization compared to steady-state schemes of equivalent average power, in regimes where the deposition width is large relative to the island size. The improvement is optimized when the pulsing time is on the order of the heat diffusion time. This effect can be understood as using higher instantaneous powers to achieve sufficient heating for nonlinear deposition enhancement to overcome the power leakage that would be present in the equivalent steady state. As the heating is nonlinearly enhanced while cooling remains a slow linear process, significantly higher cycle averaged temperatures and stabilizing current can be achieved for the same steady state power. The centralized heating and current profiles despite peripheral rf entry are only made possible by the diffusive nature of the island-pulsing on this natural time scale allows for active exploitation of this property.
The caveats for the accessibility of the pulsed enhancements suggest that the effect explored here would have particular utility for LHCD, where the deposition profiles tend to be broader than those for ECCD. Such broad deposition profiles are desirable for the operation of a tokamak in steady state. In that scenario, the deposition may be locally enhanced in any islands that appear via the current condensation effect, providing automatic stabilization without controlled aiming of ray trajectories. Pulsing on typical island diffusive time scales may then be employed to improve power efficiency. Additionally, it was shown that high enough powers are required to overcome leakage, but carry a risk of shadowing. Considering such parameter sensitivity and generally high uncertainty of such parameters, the results suggest that in practice it may be best keep τ on safely under a diffusion time, rather than aiming for the theoretical optimum. It must also be noted that a highly simplified model has been used here, and as such provides insights
The trends predicted here for how the optimum pulsing frequency should depend on plasma and island parameters invite experimental verification. As the modulation frequency is swept from above diffusive time scales (> a few kHz, well within the reach of present devices) to below ( 10 Hz), the cycle averaged island temperature should increase from the steady state until a maximum and then decrease, eventually heating less effectively than the equivalent steady state only when the frequencies fall below the order of diffusive time scales. This suggests that it will be safer to overshoot the pulsing frequency, as it may be difficult in practice to determine the precise optimum pulsing frequency. Fortunately, this effect is not sensitive to establishing a precise resonance. The performance deteriorates significantly only on the slower half of frequency space. This highlights the robustness with respect to frequency of the pulsing strategies as described here. In contrast, present modulation strategies for stabilizing rotating islands rely on precise matching of island rotation rates and phasing.
In present devices, typical diffusion times correspond to frequencies of ∼1kHz, coincidentally right around the natural island rotation rates to which pulse times are matched. The majority of modulation experiments report modest improvements, with stabilization made possible at lower average powers compared to continuous wave schemes 35, [43] [44] [45] [46] . It has also been found that modulation seems to provide more a benefit when deposition is broad 43, 47 . These results have been interpreted thus far as consequences of having the deposition better coincide with the O-point, but it is possible that the effects described here may have contributed to such success. Existing experiments only allow for speculation as to how large of a role the nonlinear effect has been playing. To resolve this ambiguity, an ideal experiment for testing this diffusion based modulation method would be using resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) to ensure O-point deposition, while sweeping the modulation frequency and duty cycle for a fixed average power to allow direct comparison to the corresponding continuous wave scheme. The anticipated experimental signature would be clear-island temperature increasing with pulse times until an optimum is observed.
While the full treatment of ion temperature is left for future work, the limiting cases presented in appendix B motivate the investigation of pulsing as a means of limiting parasitic heat loss to the ions. When electrons and ions fully share the input power, the effective V 0 is reduced by a factor of (1 + κ i /κ e ). Considering that only the electron temperature contributes to the nonlinear effect for the waves considered here, this amounts to a considerable loss in stabilization capability for a given amount of input power. Additional inhibition mechanisms such as stiffness 42 , triggered by ion temperature gradients, further motivate this line of inquiry.
The potential for pulsed rf schemes in the high damping regime is also left for future work. The high damping regime is characterized by flat-topped temperature profiles and is prone to shadowing-even at low powers, any additional power input only contributes to even more peripheral deposition, damaging stabilization efforts. The potential for exploiting diffusion in an arguably more direct way with a "cooling-based" method, can be understood as follows. Given a flat-topped shadowed temperature profile, upon cessation of heating, temperature will be lost rapidly from the periphery but slowly in the center, creating a more favorable damping landscape for a ray entering after this cooling period. Such an effect is present but offset by sensitivity to shadowing in this 1-D slab model, but could become dominant with a more accurate treatment of island geometry. It is further anticipated that multiple rays (with different α 0 ) may be synergistic and especially successful in this high damping regime, a possibility also left for future work.
V. SUMMARY
Pulsing rf power on diffusive time scales has the potential to achieve significantly improved heating and stabilization of magnetic islands for the same cycle-averaged power. This has been explicitly demonstrated using a simple 1-D coupled wave damping-island temperature diffusion model in the low damping regime, marked by poor linear absorption. Such pulsed schemes exploit nonlinear heating and the diffusive nature of the island temperature to overcome power leakage while avoiding shadowing. The optimum pulse time is anticipated to be on the order of the diffusion time, and increase with increasing duty cycle or decreasing damping strength α 0 or cycle-averaged power V 0,e f f . These predicted trends lend themselves naturally to experimental verification. Interestingly, diffusion times happen to be on the order of modulation times in experiments that pulse to rf to match island rotation. This opens the possibility that the effects described here could have contributed to the performance of those modulated schemes, further motivating experiments to untangle the effects of island-phase matching and the nonlinear heating.
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Evidently, power driven in the outer 10% of the island is destabilizing and as such, σ is too insensitive of a metric for the purpose of studying how pulse parameters affect deposition. Additionally, as τ is increased σ very slowly reaches a maximum, then sharply drops-undershooting is always far safer. This motivates the introduction of the more sensitive P cent = .5 −.5 Pdx/V 0 , which gives the fraction of avail-able power deposited in the center half of the island. P cent retains the spirit of favoring central deposition while providing a sharper objective function.
